
 

 

Concerning the homeless encampment policy proposal: 

I have read the report and recommendations from the “Life Enrichment Committee” and 
here provide substantive comments. First, I must say that the very renaming of the Task Force to 
LEC is ludicrous for there is little in the report that is “life-enriching” for the un-housed. The 
goal of this report signed by Mr. DeVries (and the LEC) is to create fiscal efficiency with a 
policy that streamlines encampment removal. The goal is for a policy that eliminates case by 
case assessments of whether to dismantle specific encampments or not. Thus, the report aims to 
avoid even the pretense of caring about the specifics and replaces any concerns about, by or for 
the homeless with a generic one size fits all mechanism for removing all homeless camping from 
commercial and residential areas of Oakland. The report admits flat out that all the other great 
cities of the West Coast continue to do case by case evaluation and simply proclaims that’s too 
much work for Oakland. Consider the level of dehumanization of the ever growing un-housed 
population that this open expression of indifference represents. 
 
The Report’s recommendations are unsurprising given the inappropriate make-up of the 
Committee. As a physician and public health professional I know that the health of cities, their 
inhabitants, and their environment falls within the purview of public health expertise and 
understanding. The failure to include any public health expertise on the Task Force is a 
demonstration of the City’s casual disregard for quality of life in Oakland. Instead you consider 
the recommendation from a group that is top heavy with city police, public works, fire, 
recreation and political department representatives. A focus on policing, law and order was 
inevitable. Where are the homeless advocates? Where is the concept: of, by and for the people? 
 
Near the end of the Report and recommendations one reads a single sentence that admits 
that the task here is not to address the problem of homelessness at all, but merely to mitigate (i.e. 
police and sweep away) the impact of the ever present and growing number of encampments. 
The Report explicitly avoids having to even tangentially address the actual problem that our 
cities cannot survive unless we focus on and solve two more fundamental problems: stopping the 
forces that are creating an ever-growing number of un-housed, evicted, and foreclosed people 
and secondly the political abdication of responsibility for providing housing at all for tens of 
thousands people who lack the means to stay housed in this real estate market. Oakland needs an 
entirely different type of task force that enlarges the discussion and proposes real solution as well 
as mitigation. 
  
The other emphasis that shines through in this Report is a highlighting of city liability 
should it not take action against homeless encampments and on the other hand city liability 
should it take positive actions to mitigate in favor of the homeless. The latter abdication of 
responsibility is exemplified by the assertion that parks exist essentially for the recreation, 
relaxation and quality of life of that “public” identity to which the un-housed implicitly do not 
belong. In actuality parks are the most logical and best places for the city to provide specifically 
allocated and designated areas for sanitation facilities, limited temporary housing (tents and tiny 
houses) that could guarantee at least a minimum quality of life and safe social environment for 
the un-housed. Some pocket parks are too small to partition in that way, but many larger parks 
are ideal. Indeed, it would not cost the city as much to simply partition some of the parks with 



 

 

living space and provide sanitation and social services than to repeatedly spend (according to the 
Report) 15-35 thousand dollars every time it sweeps and demolishes an encampment. 
A striking fact that you may not know about the un-housed encampments is that, so far at least, 
the COVID-19 incidence among those tested at encampments is actually lower than in the larger 
community, despite over-representation of people of color in camps. Increasing the rate of 
sweeps of encampments—which the new policy will surely lead to—could presumptively cause 
an increase in the spread of COVID-19 among the un-housed and throughout the City by 
repeatedly forcing people into different social situations and relationships. 
 
One example of the extent to which the Report is discriminatory against the un-housed is 
the discussion of the possible policy of keeping encampments at least 500 feet from streams 
(which the LEC does not support, saying it’s unworkable). Are the Council, the Mayor, Joe 
DeVries and the LEC unaware that the standard for the protection of streams and lakes that 
applies to camping in our State and National parks and forests is distancing of at least 100 feet. 
The obvious solution to maintaining un-polluted (by un-housed campers) waterways is providing 
adequate sanitation facilities including regular garbage pick-ups and toilets. The valid question 
that a discussion about such pollution provokes is: “why has the city been unable or unwilling to 
provide adequate utility and other services like sanitation to stable encampments?” The typical 
answer to such questions is “liability issues.” That is equivalent to saying that our entire 
democracy is crippled by fears of litigation (not litigation by the un-housed, but by people who 
stand to gain by suing, suing, suing). Perhaps we should consider seizing the estates of rich 
personal injury lawyers and locating the un-housed on their pristine properties. 
 
Lastly, the report emphasizes that management of encampments falls to city funded 
delegation of that responsibility to private entities. While this is not intrinsically a bad idea as 
there are competent non-profit CBOs that can do a good job, this approach of privatization 
strikes me as emblematic of how we are selling our democracy down the river. Privatization of 
“permitted” encampment management is another way to again avoid liability. It distances the 
City from responsibility. It explicitly avoids the crying need to engage with the un-housed 
community and their advocates in creating democratic processes through which their needs and 
their own understanding of how to solve their day to day needs can have full play. This falls 
within the arena of public governance, not private management (although effecting decisions 
made by any homeless council could be delegated to private entities). Just as there are no unpaid 
housing advocates or un-housed leaders on the Task force and the so-called “Life Enrichment 
Committee” the failure to even discuss the potential for city coordinated and sponsored un-
housed councils with some significant role in decisions concerning the homeless is, in my view, 
a crying shame. The City Council should reject the recommended new Policy and send it back to 
the LEC with the requirement that they incorporate Public Health expertise and homeless 
advocacy expertise and voices in all their deliberations and work with un-housed communities to 
revise their recommendations.  
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